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APRIL IN PARIS

Tuesday, April 9-Monday, April 22,2024

Paris, Giverny, Versailles
A Feast for Art, History, Cuisine and Culture Lovers

14 Days -13 Hotel Nights

April in Paris! Bursting to life with warmer weather, sunshine, flowers in full bloom and fewer crowds. 
Stroll through the parks, gardens, and cobbled streets to soak up the sun and enjoy people-watch-
ing while sipping a glass of wine at a charming sidewalk café. Dine on fabulous French cuisine at a 

romantic bistrot. Spend an unhurried afternoon in any one of the many world-class museums. 
Enjoy an evening show at a jazz club or cabaret. 

You’re in Paris…the world’s most popular tourist destination! 
Choose to explore and enjoy what, when and where you please! Nothing in the following 

suggested itinerary is compulsory.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT GETTING TO/FROM PARIS:
Breaking up your long international flight will help you to feel more rested when you arrive.  Those who prefer to 

avoid the tiring long hours of international air travel may choose to leave your local airport a day earlier (April 8) to fly 
to Houston or Atlanta, stay overnight at an airport hotel and leave the next day on a non-stop flight to Paris. You can 

choose a similar plan for your return home. Ask Cynthia about this option.
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DAY 2 Wednesday, April 10 

Fly from US to Paris
Fly to Paris with our group or on your own

Arrive Paris
Arrive Paris, the most beautiful city in the world. Take a taxi direct 
from the airport to our truly Parisienne Hotel Le Regent Paris. Our 
“home away from home” offers outstanding comfort and an elegant 
atmosphere in a sophisticated and charming 18th Century build-
ing (built in 1730) located in Paris’s most popular centrally-located 
neighborhood St. Germaine de Pres. Once a gritty haven for artists, 
philosophers, and writers in the past it’s now an upscale neigh-
borhood that still retains much of its historic ambiance. Store your 
luggage (check-in is at 3pm) at the front desk while you begin to 
explore our neighborhood famous for more pastry and chocolate 
shops within a two mile radius than any other area in the city! Walk 
only five minutes to the famous Café Les Deux Magots, (owned by 
the same family that owns our hotel.) Dinner reservation with your 
group leader, Cynthia. 
Meals included: Dinner has been excluded from the program 
cost and is on your own to enjoy what you like.

DAY 3 Thursday, April 11 

DAY 4 Friday, April 12 
Expert-Led Walking Tours of Saint Germain des Pres and The Latin Quarter
Our hotel is situated in Saint Germain des Pres, an area responsible for the sophisticated image of Paris as a city of 
art, literature, and culture. This charming neighborhood offers a glimpse into authentic Parisian life as you explore 
its popular attractions with a local guide. Mid-morning stroll down the chic Boulevard Saint Germain des Pres. Walk 
some of the oldest streets and cobblestone passageways in Paris. Learn about Cafe Society and how Saint Germain 
was a hotspot for artists, philosphers, poets and writers. Lunch on your own in the area. Late afternoon we’ll stroll just 
next door through the lovely Latin Quarter with our expert local guide. See why writers like Hemingway called it home, 
visit the French philosphers memorialized in the Pantheon, and  stroll through the Luxembourg Gardens. The University of 
Paris and the  Sorbonne were founded founded here about 1257, one of the first universities in the world. This quickly becams 
the intellectual heart of the city, called the Latin Quarter as Latin was the language of the educated. Your evening and dinner are 
free to do as you like. Meals included: Breakfast
Meals included: Breakfast

Narrated Bus Tour of Historic Paris and 
“Bonjour Paris” Group Dinner
Awaken to the magnificence of Paris! Full breakfast at our hotel. 
Ease into our new city and time zone on an audio-narrated Hop 
On-Hop Off group bus tour of the central historic area of Paris. After 
making the initial city loop, we’ll stop for lunch. We’ll eat Pari-
sian-style, taking our time over a savory meal. Afterwards, choose 
to hop back on and off our bus at the Opera House, Notre-Dame 
Cathedral, the Sainte-Chapelle, the Louvre, the Concorde, the Arc 
de Triomphe and of course the Eiffel Tower. “Bonjour Paris” group 
dinner at a famous “Belle Epoque” historic restaurant, Bouillon 
Racine.
Meals included: Breakfast,Dinner
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DAY 7 Monday, April 15 
Free Day or Optional Train Trip to the French Country-
side. Giverny and Monet’s Home and Gardens
Today is free for you to explore Paris as you wish. Or choose to take 
an optional tour by train to head out from the city to the French coun-
tryside to see the landscapes and the small-town life that inspired the 
great master painters of the 1800’s. We’ll visit the home and peruse 
blossoming gardens of Claude Monet, the leading light of the Impres-
sionist painting movement who revolutionized painting in the 1870’s.  
Lunch at a local café. Afternoon you may choose to walk the village 
admiring its shops, art galleries and cafes. Or return to Paris in time 
for dinner on your own.  Ask Cynthia for ideas on what to do in Paris.
Meals included: Breakfast

DAY 6 Sunday, April 14  
Private Guided Tour of Montmartre
Breakfast. Metro to Montmartre, one of the most charming, colorful 
and unique districts in Paris. Also known as the painter’s neighbor-
hood, its small and narrow streets are home to the oldest cabarets, 
windmills, vineyards and to the Basilica of the Sacré-Coeur. Our 
private local expert guide will provide insights into the history of 
this place, lives of artists, and the importance of Impressionism 
and Post-Impressionism to this community. Take the funicular 
to the top of the hill and walk down. We’ll see Place du Tertre 
— place of the hill — the popular center of Montmartre’s artists; 
Sacré-Cœur Basilica, and many little side streets that inspired art-
ists of the past and continue to inspire those of today. Lunch and 
shopping on your own. Afternoon and evening are free to continue 
exploration of Montmartre or to do whatever you like. Ask Cynthia 
or our front desk receptionist at our hotel for suggestions. And 
you’re always welcome to join Cynthia wherever she goes!
Meals included: Breakfast

Picnic Lunch and Eiffel Tower 
Breakfast. Take the Paris Metro to the Ecole Militaire stop near the 
Eiffel Tower.  Learn the fine art of Parisian living as we stroll and shop 
the thriving and traditional Parisian traffic-free neighborhood of Rue 
Cler purchasing items for a picnic lunch. (Or if you might prefer, you 
may dine at a lovely local restaurant.) Shopping for groceries is the 
backbone of daily life in every Paris neighborhood as refrigerators are 
small, produce must be fresh and it’s an important social event. Wine, 
cheese, chocolate, bread, (and did I say wine?) are abundant. Weath-
er permitting, enjoy a relaxing picnic lunch as we sit on a blanket in 
the Champs de Mars, a large public greenspace offering a fabulous 
view of the Eiffel Tower. Afterwards, you’re free to do as you like. Meet 
back at the entrance to the Eiffel Tower by 7:00pm to ascend just in 
time to experience the sunset over Paris. Dinner on your own.
 Meals included: Breakfast

DAY 5 Saturday, April 13 
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Musee d’Orsay 
This morning use your Paris Museum Pass (giving free entrance 
to many museums and sites for 6 days) to visit the Musee d’Orsay, 
which houses French art of the 1800’s and early 1900’s.  Immerse 
yourself in Impressionism, the art of sun-dappled fields, bright colors 
and crowded Parisian cafes. Here you’ll find the best general col-
lection of Manet, Monet, Renoir, Degas, Van Gogh, Cezanne and 
Gauguin. Lunch on your own.  This afternoon and evening are free 
for you to enjoy the city as you like.
Meals included: Breakfast

Arc de Triomphe and Champs-Elysees 
After breakfast, we’ll take the Metro to the Arc de Triomphe, built to 
honor Napoleon’s soldiers who scored a remarkable victory at the 
Battle of Austerlitz in 1805. Arrive when it opens at 10am to avoid 
crowds. Entry is free however if you wish to “skip the line” you can 
choose to procure a ticket available on our Optional Tours page. This 
ticket also allows you to walk the 15 floors (284 steps) to the top of the 
Arc de Triomphe for a spectacular view of the Etoile (star) formed by 
the convergence of 12 boulevards that radiate from the Arc.  Lunch 
along the way as we begin to a stroll down the Champs-Elysees, one 
of the world’s grandest and most celebrated streets, known for celeb-
rity cafes, glitzy nightclubs, high-fashion shopping and international 
people-watching. The rest of your day and evening is free to do as you 
like. Perhaps you’d like to use your Museum Pass to visit another of 
the many museums with free entrance.
Meals included: Breakfast

DAY 8 Tuesday, April 16

DAY 9 Wednesday, April 17 

DAY 10 Thursday, April 18 

Free Day, Train to Versailles and/or Optional Expert Led 
Tour to Versailles 
Today is free for you to explore Paris as you wish.or if you prefer 
join us for an Included trip by train today to Versailles, the residence 
of French monarchs and the cultural heartbeat of Europe for about 
100 years until the Revolution of 1789 changed all that. Your muse-
um pass provides free entrance. Versailles offers three magnificent 
sights. The palace itself, called the Chateau. The gardens behind the 
palace and the Trionon Palaces and Domaine of Marie de Marie-An-
toinette. Visiting merits a full sightseeing day. Versailles is more 
enjoyable with a relaxed, unhurried approach. Cynthia will explain 
the several entrance options offered in your Museum Pass. You may 
prefer to take an expert-led guided tour which you may find on our 
Optional Tours page. Dinner on your own.
Meals included: Breakfast
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DAY 11 Friday, April 19 

DAY 12 Saturday April 20

DAY 13 Sunday April 21

Seine River Cruise and Evening at the 
Musee du Louvre, Optional Louvre Guided Tour
Morning group Seine River cruise, Lunch on your own. This 
afternoon we’ll meet at the Musée du Louvre, the largest 
museum in the world.  Entrance is included in your Museum 
Pass but you may prefer an local expert-led guided tour 
offered on our Optional Tours page. Cynthia can also offer 
suggestions on how to approach this visit on your own.  The 
Louvre’s unrivaled collection includes thousands of master-
works including Leonardo da Vinci’s “Mona Lisa” and the 
statue of a goddess known as “Vénus de Milo.” Group dinner 
reservations at a famous café in the vicinity..

Meals included: Breakfast

Free Day in Paris
You’re free to do as you like today. Have you missed something 
you’d really like to see? Tell Cynthia and she’ll help you make 
it happen! And you’re always invited to join Cynthia where she 
chooses to go!

Meals Included: Breakfast 

DAY 14 Monday April 22
Depart for US. Fly home

Last Day in Paris…”Au Revoir Paris” Group Dinner
You’re free to do as you like on your last day. To celebrate this 
fabulous city, we’ll all meet to say “Au Revoir Paris” (Farewell Paris) 
and “A Bientot” (see you again soon) at an included group dinner at 
another wonderful historic restaurant. 
 
Meals included: Breakfast and Dinner
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What’s Included:
• April in Paris.. the most beautiful time of the year to visit;
• Personalized Service: Two tour orientation meetings prior to our trip (attend in 
person or via Zoom.) We advise on all aspects of your tour such as flights, mon-
ey matters, packing, passport and other important travel information;• A small 
group of 9 to 11 kindred spirits. Most other companies include 24 or more;
• Small group size allows flexible access to more authentic places and experi-
ences where most tourists can’t go;
• Do what you like every day. Don’t want to join us for a group activity? That’s 
fine. Cynthia will help you launch out on your own. We’ll stay in touch until 
you’re ready to rejoin our group; 
• Fully escorted by former adjunct university history instructor Cynthia Marion; 
• On-line self-paced French language course to help you learn useful French 
phrases; 
• 12 nights accommodations at the charming family-owned boutique Hotel Le 
Regent Paris in St. Germain (on the Left Bank in central Paris) rated 4 1/2 stars 
out of 5 on Tripadvisor;
• Full breakfasts every morning in our hotel or delivered to your room;
• Easily refillable METRO tickets providing 30 rides;
• Paris Museum pass for April 16-21 offering free entrance to many museums 
including:; 
Arc de Triomphe, Conciergerie, Museum d’Orsay, Museum de Cluny, Museum 
de l’Armie (and Napoleon’s Tomb) Museum de l’Orangerie, Louvre Museum, 
Musee Picasso-Paris, Eugene Delacroix Museum, Rodin Museum,Pantheon, 
Saint-Chapelle, Versailles and more;
• Round-trip train transportation and free entrance with Museum Pass to Ver-
sailles, a UNESCO World Heritage site;
•Welcome and Farewell group dinners at award-winning Paris restaurants;
•Hop-on Hop-off narrated tour of the historic center of Paris; 
• Seine river cruise;
• Rue Cler neighborhood guided shopping experience with Cynthia and weather 
permitting, we’ll each purchase items for our own picnic lunch to enjoy with our 
group on Champs de Mars;
•I’ll accompany you by METRO to the Eiffel Tower, however you’ll need to 
purchase the experience you want on our Optional Tour page, ie: elevator to the 
very top or elevator to the second level; 
• Arc de Triomphe entrance included with museum pass however on our 
Optional Tours page you can choose to pay for skip-the-line entrance and/or to 
climb stairs to the top;
• Optional Tours available on our Optional Tours page;
• Is there something you want to do that isn’t in our brochure? Tell Cynthia and 
she’ll help you make it happen. Want to visit the Pere Lachaise Cemetery? 
Want to venture into the Paris Catacombs? Want to go to the Beaches of Nor-
mandy for WWII?
• Want to shop until you drop? Cynthia has a curated list of places to go and 
may accompany you if it’s a rainy day.
• NOTE: we don’t include all lunches/dinners so as to give you the freedom 
to choose your favorite food and drink and to order the type and amount you 
prefer that fits your budget. Why pay for food you don’t want as with most other 
tour groups?
• NOTE: we don’t include all local tours/excursions in your trip costs as we don’t 
know your individual interests and what you’d prefer to see (especially if you’ve 
already been to Paris as part of a trip in the past) 

CASH PRICE 
per person
$3200*  pp Double 
$5370 Single
Land tour only
Credit Card Purchase - 
Add 4% to Cash Price
*Sorry! $100 increase in price due to 
recent drops in value of US dollar against 
the Euro  

Make Check Payable to:
“TRAVELPHILE TOURS”
Mail Payments and registration forms 
to:
1 Huisache Ln Wimberley, TX 78676
(214) 497-4074 
cynthiamarion@travelphiletours.com
See More Tours @ 
www.travelphiletours.com

OPTIONAL GROUP AIR:
$1600* per person round trip from Texas

*(price of air subject to change) 

DEPOSIT: $500 per person
Reserves your place
( Reserve early as space is limited )
Note: Your check won’t be depos-
ited until our trip makes with at least 
9 paying travelers. I will alert you as 
soon as our trip “makes” and you can 
purchase trip insurance if you want it. 
If trip doesn’t make, we’ll return your 
$500 deposit.
FINAL PAYMENT DUE ON OR BEFORE
Monday March 4,2024 
Absolutely no refunds after 
final payment date!

*all prices subject to change based upon 
the value of the dollar to the Euro and 
other influences beyond our control.
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Eiffel Tower 
Saturday, April 13 (weather permitting. If it is forecast to be cloudy and/or rainy making it difficult to get a 
view from the tower, we will reschedule)
Enjoy the sight of Paris in both the daylight and evening light. We’ll enter by 7pm to catch them both.(Sunset at 
8:40pm) The Eiffel Tower, standing tall at the heart of Paris, is a symbol of love and romance. It is a sight that 
has been immortalized in countless romantic novels and movies, and for good reason. The tower’s stunning 
beauty and grandeur will take your breath away, and the panoramic views of Paris from the top will leave you 
feeling exhilarated and alive. The Eiffel Tower is an ideal destination for lovers and dreamers, offering an unfor-
gettable experience that will stay with you for a lifetime.
7:00pm
Cost Per Person:
_____YES, I’d like to book a Skip-the-Line ticket to 2nd level (377 ft high) @ $29
_____YES, I’d like to book a Skip-the-Line ticket to summit (906 ft. high) $38 
NOTE: It’ll be hard to identify monuments and landmarks from the summit.

Giverny: Monet’s Home and Garden and Small Town Vernon
Monday, April 15  Morning train from Paris to the countryside of Giverny, the site of Monet’s Home and Gar-
den. Roundtrip taxi Vernon-Giverny and entrance to Monet’s home and garden. Lunch on your own at a quaint 
café.  Afternoon exploring the small town of Vernon. Return to Paris by train in time for dinner. (or earlier if you 
prefer)
Cost Per Person:
_______YES, I’d like to book this train trip @ $80

Skip the Line and Expert-Led Guided Tour of Musee d’Orsay 
Tuesday, April 16 You already have free entry with your Paris Museum Pass. However, If you love the Im-
pressionists, this tour’s for you! Morning 10am skip-the-line entrance. Instead of trying to navigate the museum 
on your own, you’ll enjoy insight from an expert local guide to make sure you see the top pieces and learn about 
the artists, such as Van Gogh, Monet, Manet, and Renoir. Explore one of the world’s most important collections 
of impressionist and post-impressionist art. Learn interesting facts about the art periods of impressionism and 
post-impressionism. Admire the architecture of the Beaux-Arts former train station See works like Monet’s Blue 
Water Lilies and Manet’s Olympia. Approximately 1hr. 45min. 10am-11:45am
Cost Per Person:
_______YES, I’d like to book this expert guided tour @ $85

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS 
INSTRUCTIONS: (please put an X by any excursion you’d like to join and be sure to include this page 

with your completed registration form and deposit check)
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Moulin Rouge Dinner and Show 
Tuesday, April 16 Lights, music, Féerie! Ooh la la! The Moulin Rouge invites you to experience an unforget-
table evening! An exceptional moment awaits you in its multifaceted 850-seat hall, where you can enjoy both a 
traditional French gourmet meal and discover the amazing “Féerie” Revue show! 
A constellation of hundreds of small red glowing table lamps immerses you in the warm and cozy atmosphere 
that’s been so typical of the Moulin Rouge since 1889. Every evening a whirlwind of feathers, sequins and 
rhinestones blows through the Moulin Rouge, the emblematic Parisian cabaret, as the great revue show “Féerie” 
takes the stage in four spectacular acts. From the sleepy gardens of the Moulin, to the decks of a pirate ship in 
Indonesia, to encounters with a travelling circus, before returning with the troupe to a touch of Parisian nostalgia 
from 1900 to today…The Moulin Rouge takes us on a journey through an enchanting universe during a lovely 
evening with family, friends or a romantic tête-à-tête.
DOORS OPENING: Welcome from 6:45 pm
DINNER – 7PM: French cuisine menu designed by our Chef (menus choice)*, accompanied by the Moulin 
Rouge orchestra
DRINKS: ½ bottle of champagne or wine per person, or other drinks with or without alcohol
SHOW – 9PM: Moulin Rouge’s Féerie show
Cost Per Person:
_______YES, I’d like to book the Moulin Rouge Dinner and Show @ $260

Skip the Line Ticket Arc-de-Triomphe
Wednesday, April 17  (Your museum pass provides free entry to the Arc. However you can save approxi-
mately 1 hour average waiting time when you buy skip the line tickets. 
Cost Per Person:
_______YES, I’d like to book the Skip the Line Ticket to Arc-de-Triomphe @ $19

Paris Evening Cooking Class Including 3-Course Dinner and Optional Market Visit 
Wednesday, April 17 Discover the art of fine French cuisine with a small-group cooking class and gourmet 
meal in Paris. Learn about the traditions and flavors that have made French food famous the world over, and 
help prepare an authentic, 3 course meal under the guidance of a local chef. When the cooking’s done, join 
your new friends around a cozy table to enjoy the delicious home-cooked meal paired with a selection of French 
wine. -  Plan the 3-course menu and prepare dinner under the watchful eye of the cookery instructor. Gain 
insight into traditional French cooking techniques Enjoy a 3-course dinner in the company of your chef and your 
fellow cooks Sample a selection of different wines and one cheese, and master the art of pairing wine with food 
Small-group tour ensures personal attention from the instructor Listen to surprising stories by your host of how 
the dishes you prepared illustrate various aspects of French culture.
Cost Per Person:
_______YES, I’d like to book the 4 ½ hr 3 Course Cooking Class & 3 Course Dinner @ $230
________ YES, I’d like to book the 6 hr. local market shopping visit to pick up ingredients before our 3 Course 
Cooking Class & 3 Course Dinner @ $306
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Versailles: Guided Palace with Gardens Tour 
Thursday, April 18 You already have free entrance to the Palace with your Paris Museum Pass and a 
round-trip train ticket included with your tour.  But perhaps you’d like to join an English-speaking expert local tour 
guide to explore the famous Versailles Palace and Gardens on a guided tour with head-sets provided. See the 
king and queen’s apartments, chapel, lush rolling lawns, and more while hearing about the extravagance of the 
French monarchy. Meet your English-speaking guide in Versailles where you’ll begin your tour. Following the 
interior tour, burst into the sunlight to encounter the ground’s dazzling and manicured gardens with over 1,800 
acres. You’ll have a tour of the gardens and some free time to wander. When you’re ready to leave, hop on the 
next train back to the city. As the train chugs along, reflect on the day of pure indulgence, slowly bringing your-
self back through the centuries to modern-day Paris.
Cost Per Person:
_______YES, I’d like to book the 2 hrs. expert-led tour of the Versailles  palace and gardens @ $80 (gratuities 
included)

Art Historian Expert Guided Tour of Louvre Before Closing Time
Friday, April 19  You already have free entrance to the Louvre with your Paris Museum Pass. Cynthia can 
direct you on the Louvre website to make a plan for your visit. However you may prefer to enjoy skip-the-line 
access and see the best of the Louvre with fewer crowds and a passionate art-history expert guide on this 2 
hrs. long late afternoon tour that getting you in before closing time. You’ll see the Louvre’s most iconic artwork, 
including the Mona Lisa, Winged Victory of Samothrace, Coronation of Napoleon, Venus di Milo, and more. It’s 
the perfect bite-sized way to see the Louvre.
Cost Per Person:
_______YES, I’d like to book the 2 hrs. expert-led tour of the Louvre Before Closing Time @ $85
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Terms and Conditions
Waiver of Liability
Accidents can happen anywhere, even on a trip to the grocery store. However, traveling anywhere outside the United States, even 
with Travelphile Tours (“TT”), can involve risks and hazards that are far greater than usual. By your placing a check mark on our 
tour registration page that you’ve read and agree to our Terms and Conditions, you agree to assume all the risks of traveling in 
Europe, however great or slight they may be. Because of how and where we travel, and because of the forces of nature (including 
human nature), you understand that injuries, illnesses, losses, and inconveniences can occur in places where there may be no ready 
assistance or medical care. You also understand that Travelphile Tours, and all of its employees, agents, officers, contractors, and 
representatives (to avoid repeating this “formula” throughout this document, we will just refer to all of these folks as “us,” “we,” or 
“our”) do not provide any medical, health, or related services, so you agree to take care of your own health needs, and the needs of 
your spouse and family (if any).

In consideration for the opportunity to participate in a tour with TT, not only do you understand and agree to everything we just said
in the previous paragraph, but you also agree, on behalf of yourself and your family members, your spouse, your heirs and/or 
your assigns (to avoid repeating this “formula” throughout this document, we will just refer to all of these folks as “you”) to waive 
and release forever any claim you could ever assert against us. We do our best to provide that your travel experience will be safe, 
pleasurable and fun. Nevertheless, you agree that if something goes wrong, or you have any disputes with us regarding anything, 
currently or in the future, by participating in a tour with TT, you have waived and released any claims you could have brought 
against us. Part of the fun, and part of the risk, of travel is that food, water, lodging, and local customs can be very different from 
what you are used to. Thus, this waiver and release includes, by way of example, and not by way of limitation, any claims you may 
have regarding: tour accommodations; food service, quality or quantity; transportation; sightseeing; or your itinerary, which is 
subject to change without notice.

Other examples of the claims you are waiving and releasing include, without limitation: strikes; theft; political instability; poor roads
or public services or transportation; actions by police, customs or local law officials; inclement weather; and civil unrest, even 
events of war, sabotage, or terrorism, or other accidental harm to you. By placing a check mark on our tour registration page that 
you’ve read and agree that you have waived and released and cannot ever bring a claim against us for anything, including without 
limitation property damage, personal injury, damage to your reputation, discrimination, harassment, failure to accommodate you, 
emotional distress, outrage, or even death, or for any other event or situation that occurs, or any other claim that you may have, 
even if it is not specifically listed in this document. Because it is impossible to foresee everything that can possibly go wrong, you 
agree that you have released and waived all claims you may ever have against us, even claims that are unknown, unknowable, 
unanticipated, or unforeseeable.

By placing a check mark on our tour registration page that you’ve read and agree that if someone asserts a claim or demand or 
cause of action against you that arises out of or relates to this tour, you agree that you have waived and released any right you may 
have had to seek contribution or indemnity or defense from us. Although we want everyone to have a good time, it sometimes hap-
pens that someone participating in a tour does things that are incompatible with the safety, comfort or convenience of other people. 
If we determine that such circumstances exist, you agree that we have the right and discretion to expel someone, even you, from a 
tour at any time, and that you have waived and released any rights that you may have to make a claim against us.

You agree that the information provided during the tour is for your own personal enjoyment and not for professional use or personal 
gain. Recording guide lectures by any method (electronic, note-taking, etc.) for professional purposes or personal gain and soliciting 
business from tour members and vendors while on tour or afterwards are strictly prohibited. Being on a tour with other people is not 
a private activity, therefore you acknowledge and permit that photos and videos of yourself and your family members may appear 
in albums and scrapbooks, on websites, and even in TT’s promotional information, and that by placing a check mark on our tour 
registration page that you’ve read and agree, you have waived and released any rights that you may have to make a claim against 
us if and when such a thing may occur.
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To alleviate any confusion, even though we will be in Europe, Travelphile Tours Terms and Conditions are governed by the laws of the 
State of Texas, excluding its conflicts laws, and you agree that the sole jurisdiction for any disputes you may have with us is in Texas 
superior court. By placing a check mark on our tour registration page that you’ve read and agree to our Terms and Conditions means 
that you have read and fully understand our Terms and Conditions. It also means that you know that this document is intended to 
have a binding legal effect on you. You further understand that if you alter this document in any way, we may decline to allow you 
to participate in this tour and/or any future tours offered by us. You also acknowledge that you have read and fully understand and 
agree to be bound by  Travelphile Tours Conditions, which are incorporated by this reference, and that you agree to be bound by all 
the terms and conditions related to this tour. The novel coronavirus, COVID-19 (“COVID-19”), is reported to be very contagious. While 
the state of medical knowledge around COVID-19 is evolving, the virus is believed to spread mainly from person-to-person contact 
and evidence has shown it can cause serious and potentially life-threatening illness and even death. Travelphile Tours( TT) is taking 
precautionary measures in line with science-based health guidelines to protect against the spread of the virus. Nevertheless, TT cannot 
prevent you from becoming exposed to, contracting, or spreading COVID-19 while on an TT tour. Therefore, if you choose to go on tour 
with TT you may be exposing yourself to and/or increasing your risk of contracting or spreading COVID-19. We highly recommend that 
you purchase trip insurance that includes coverage for COVID.

Before, during, or after your tour with TT, you may also experience unexpected costs associated with COVID-19, such as, but not limited 
to, medical care, food and lodging during an unexpected quarantine imposed by local health or government officials, missed flights, 
airport closures, transportation cancellations or delays, etc. You will be solely responsible for the expenses associated with these 
circumstances. In the event you experience this, TT, to the extent possible, may assist you in securing food, lodging, or transportation 
but will not be responsible for the associated costs and you will be required to reimburse TT for any additional costs it incurs on your 
behalf.

By placing a check mark that you have read and agree to TT’s Terms and Conditions on our registration page, you acknowledge the 
contagious nature of COVID-19 and the unknown expenses that may be a result of COVID-19, and voluntarily assume the risk that you 
may be exposed to or infected by COVID-19 or experience unanticipated costs associated with COVID-19 by participating in the TT tour. 
You also voluntarily assume the risk that a COVID-19 infection may result in personal injury, illness, permanent disability, and death. 
You understand that the risk of becoming infected by COVID-19 on a TT tour may result from the actions, omissions, or negligence of 
myself and others, including, but not limited to TT employees, TT partners (and partner employees) and other passengers. You under-
stand that complete knowledge of the risk factors of contracting COVID-19 is not known and that unknown or unanticipated risks may 
result in injury, illness, death or any other loss. You agree that having considered these risks, you wish to participate in the tour, and 
freely and voluntarily assume complete personal responsibility for the risk of expense, exposure, illness, and death due to COVID-19, 
even if such injuries or death occur in a manner that is not foreseeable at the time this agreement is signed.

You for yourself, and on behalf of your and their heirs, assigns, personal representatives and next of kin voluntarily agree to assume 
all of the foregoing risks and accept sole responsibility for any injury (including, but not limited to personal injury, disability, and 
death), illness, damage, loss, claim, liability or expense of any kind that you may experience or incur in connection with the TT tour 
and its activities (“Claims”). By placing a check mark on the registration page acknowledging that you’ve read and understand the 
terms and conditions, you hereby release, agree not to sue, discharge and hold harmless TT, its employees, agents, and representa-
tives, of and from the Claims. Including all liabilities, claims, actions, damages, costs or expenses of any kind arising out of or related 
to it. You understand and agree that this release includes any Claims based on the actions, omissions, or negligence of TT, its employ-
ees, agents and representatives, whether a COVID-19 infection occurs before, during, or after participation in any TT tour.

You agree that if any portion of this agreement is found to be void or unenforceable, the remaining portions shall remain in full force 
and effect. No additions, deletions, or changes can be made to the release form, and initialing the registration page it is a requirement 
for joining the tour.

PASSPORT/VISA: Your passport must be valid for at least three months beyond your period of stay in France. Should you lose 
your passport or visa during the tour, you will be responsible for all expenses incurred regarding replacement including transportation, 
hotels, meals, etc. for yourself and accompanying tour operator.

Terms and Conditions (continued from previous page)
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SMOKING: No smoking or vaping is allowed in our vehicles or in hotel rooms or during group meals. For safety reasons and to 
protect the health of our guests and employees smoking is only permitted in designated smoking areas.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY: On a scale of 1-5 with 5 most active, this tour ranges from 2-5. France is a country requiring a lot of walk-
ing to enjoy your tour. It’s best if you’re be able to walk up to 2 miles a day minimum. We highly recommend setting a 
walking schedule to help get in shape before you leave on your tour! You will always have the option 
of declining participation with the group should you wish to do something less strenuous or of more interest to you. You can also take 
a taxi to our destination(at your own expense.)

DEPOSIT AND REFUND POLICY: Your place with our tour is secured with receipt of your deposit. Final payment of remaining 
balance is due to Travelphile Tours no later Monday, March 4, 2024. Please send your deposit (personal check, bank draft or money 
order including signed registration form and Optional tours form To TRAVELPHILE TOURS, 1 Huisache Lane, 
Wimberley, TX 78676. We also accept credit cards including Mastercard, Visa, Discover and American Express. A 4% 
pass-through processing fee will be applied to deposits and/or payments made by credit card. No refunds of airfare but airlines 
may issue a flight credit valid for one year from cancellation. If you wish to sign up for the tour after Monday, March 4 and there is 
still availability, the entire non-refundable tour price must be paid at time of booking. Prices may have changed by that time. If you 
agree that Travelphile Tours may purchase your group flight in advance of Monday, March 4, 2024 and you cancel your tour for any 
reason after we’ve purchased your ticket, Travelphile Tours will not be able to refund your ticket price to you. However, there may 
be a travel credit for your air ticket from the airline depending on the airline’s refund policy at the time of booking. Due to early 
payment requirements by our vendors and their terms of no refunds, we will not be able to refund your payment for the tour after 
Monday, March 4, 2024 should you have to cancel your tour.

TRAVEL INSURANCE: Do not buy travel insurance until you hear from us that our trip is made with 9 
travelers and we are banking your deposit. WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND PURCHASING TRAVEL INSURANCE! If you think 
you may need to cancel for ANY reason after your booking date, please take out travel insurance. Travel insurance 
must be purchased to guarantee a refund if anything unexpected occurs prohibiting you from making the trip after 
making your deposit. Most insurance companies require purchase no later than 21 days after booking (paying your 
deposit) to cover pre-existing conditions. Be sure to ask for a policy that includes COVID protection. In no way should 
it be construed that we are recommending any of the following insurance companies suggested. Of course you are 
free to choose any insurance available including Allianz Travel Insurance 866-884-3556 
www.allianztravelinsurance.com and Travel Guard 1-855-254-1910 
www.travelguard.com

*Itineraries are subject to change: We pledge to make every effort to operate our tour as stated in our detailed brochures. However, we need to be 
flexible enough to take advantage of the best value and safest opportunities that come along so that TravelPhile Tours may provide you with the best 
and safest possible tour. Therefore, we reserve the right to alter or curtail the itinerary or substitute private guided tours, hotels and/or conveyances as 
decided necessary. Travelphile Tours assumes no responsibility for acts of God, cancellations, accidents or delays of any transportation services or any 
situation beyond our control. All expenses incurred by you as a result of the aforementioned will be your responsibility.
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TRAVELING WELL WITH TRAVELPHILE

The decision to travel is personal. Everything we do in life carries some measure of risk, and the decision 
to travel has to be weighed in the same way you would decide during these times to go out to dinner at a 
restaurant, go to the grocery store, or visit a recently re-opened attraction in your state. We consult with 
medical experts, various trade associations, and adopt the best practices we see to mitigate risk, but you 
can never eliminate it completely. You can rest assured that Travelphile Tours operates where proper 
health measures are in place to mitigate risk, protect our guests’ well-being, and ensure an enjoyable 
experience.

Recommended PPE
We recommend that our guests bring their own personal protective equipment with which they are most 
comfortable. PLEASE bring home tests for Covid on your tour. That way should you feel ill or have been 
around a member of our group who becomes ill, you can test yourself to determine if you are infected. 
Please take several masks as it seems we tend to lose them along the way.  Also bring your own hand 
sanitizer and protective wipes. Cynthia will carry a temperature scanner, additional masks, hand sanitizer 
and protective wipes.

COVID PRECAUTIONS REGARDING FRANCE ENTRY AND DEPARTURE
At the time of publication (November 24, 2022) there are no travel restrictions to enter or depart France 
except for carrying your passport with you in transit. You will be notified by Cynthia if this situation changes.

COVID PRECAUTIONS WHILE IN FRANCE
While in France, you should be prepared to present your US government recognized Certificate of Covid 
Vaccination card at any place requesting proof. Situations are constantly changing and should a Covid 
outbreak occur while we are in France, it’s best to be prepared to show proof of vaccination.

SHOULD YOU BECOME ILL WITH COVID WHILE IN FRANCE
Please notify your tour leader at your earliest convenience should you self-test for COVID and have a 
positive outcome. You may need to quarantine from the rest of our group should you test positive prior to 
returning to the US. Also, if you are tested at a French health facility they may require that you quarantine 
for any length of time. It’s best to remember that we’re guests in another country.
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Paris 2024

Mail Payments to:
1 Huisache Ln 
Wimberley, TX 78676

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED-
Add 4% additional fee

REGISTRATION FORM
TRAVEL INSURANCE: WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND PURCHASING TRAVEL and COVID INSURANCE! If you think you may need to cancel your tour for ANY rea-
son, please take out travel insurance. Insurance must be purchased at time of deposit to guarantee coverage for preexisting conditions. DO NOT TAKE 
OUT ANY INSURANCE until you hear from Cynthia that our trip has made. Of course you are free to choose any insurance company available 
including Allianz Travel Insurance 866-884-3556 www.allianztravelinsurance.com 
and Travel Guard 1-855-254-1910 www.travelguard.com
PLEASE CLEARLY PRINT ALL OF YOUR RESERVATION INFORMATION BELOW:
Please mail this SIGNED form with your deposit and optional tours pages
PASSENGER #1: NAME (same as passport) _________________________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________

CITY:_____________________________________State_________________   ZIP:_____________

EMAIL ADDRESS:__________________________________________________________

CELLPHONE________________________Emergency Contact____________________________________

___I plan to take out travel insurance   BIRTH DATE___________ PASSPORT #/EXPIRE________________________

___ (PIease place INITIALS in space to left) I have read and agree to the Terms and Conditions of this tour as well as the refund policy. 

DIET RESTRICTIONS ________________________________________________________________ 

MOBILITY RESTRICTIONS ______________________________________________________________

OTHER PREFERENCES: (example: I prefer a room on lower floor)________________________________________

_______________________________________________        One Large Bed _____  2 Beds______

SIGN HERE:___________________________________________________________________ 

PASSENGER #2: NAME: (same as passport) ________________________________________________

MAILING ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________ 

CITY:___________________________________________________ZIP:____________________

EMAIL ADDRESS:___________________________________________________________________

CELLPHONE________________________Emergency Contact____________________________________

____I plan to take out travel insurance BIRTH DATE_________ PASSPORT #/EXPIRE__________________________

___(PIease sign INITIALS in space to left) I have read and agree to the Terms and Conditions of this tour as well as the refund policy. 

DIET RESTRICTIONS ________________________________________________________________

MOBILITY RESTRICTIONS ______________________________________________________________

OTHER PREFERENCES: (example: I prefer a room on lower floor) ________________________________________

_______________________________________________     One Large Bed _____ 2 Beds______

SIGN HERE:___________________________________________________________________


